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Overview

1. Multi-task And Memory Management
a. Issues ?
b. Virtual Memory

2. Processus Memory Organization

3. malloc(3)

a. Heap Management ?

b. A Simple First Fit Allocator

4. Other Kind Of Allocators



Multi-Task And Memory



Issues ?

➢ Sharing one memory with several processes

➢ Each process wants contiguous memory blocks

➢ We need confinement between processes

➢ How to deal with dynamic memory

➢ Binary program may not be relocatable

➢ …



Solutions

➢ Fixed size memory partitions: too much 
constraints

➢ Full swapping: way too slow …
➢ Dynamics partitioning: continuity issues and 

probably no possible confinement …
➢ Relocatable code: complex and risky

Can we do better ?



Virtual Memory

Virtual Memory maps memory addresses used by a 
program, called virtual addresses, into physical 

addresses in computer memory.



Virtual Memory

➢ All memory accesses are rewritten on the fly

➢ Each process has its own virtual address space

➢ Rewriting is done by the MMU (hardware)

➢ Rewriting tables are managed by the Kernel



Benefits

➢ Memory is always contiguous for each process

➢ Memory has a fixed layout for each process

➢ No swapping are required

➢ Each process is alone in its virtual address space

Virtual Memory provides a complete solution.



Mapping ?

➢ Can we do a one-to-one mapping ?

➢ A translation table needs 8 bytes (64bits) per 
translated address, let’s do some math …

➢ For n bytes of virtual memory, we need 8n bytes

To map the memory we need 8 times its size !



Frames and Pages

➢ Memory is splitted in blocks

➢ Block in physical memory is called frame

➢ Block in virtual memory is called page

➢ We only translate page base into fram base

➢ Page/Frame base addresses are shorter

➢ Usually, page/frame have fixed size



Virtual Memory
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Pages Translation Example

Intel ia32 (32bits) schema:
➢ We use 4KB pages (12bits)
➢ Pages are grouped in page directory
➢ Translation is done in two step:

1. Translate the page directory base address
2. Translate the page base address

➢ The page directory table contains 1024 entry of 4 
bytes each pointing to page table of the same 
size. A full mapping takes at most 4MB for 4GB.



Process Memory



Memory Organization

➢ Each process has its own address space
➢ The memory is divided in segments:

● Text Segment: the process image (code)
● Data Segment: static initialized variables
● BSS Segment: static uninitialized variables (fill with 0)
● Heap: where dynamic allocation should take place
● Memory Mapping Segment: mapped files, libs …
● Stack: process (main thread) stack

➢ The kernel is also mapped, in the higher part of 
the memory.



Process Layout (Linux 32bits)
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Where’re My Variables ?

➢ Global variables belongs to the BSS Segment

➢ Global constants belongs to the Data Segment 

➢ Local variables are on the stack

➢ Dynamic allocation is done on the heap

➢ Parameters use registers, if possible, and the 
stack.



Where’re My Variables
void f(int x) {
  // x is in a register but has
  // an address on the stack
  int   y;      // on the stack
  int   tab[8]; // on the stack
  char *s1 = "a constant string";
  // s1 is on the stack but points
  // to the Data segment
  char *s2 = malloc(32);
  // s2 is on the stack but points
  // to the heap
  char  s3[] = "a local string";
  // the string is on the stack

  // Let’s print some addresses
  printf("x   : %p\n",&x);
  printf("y   : %p\n",&y);
  printf("tab : %p\n",tab);
  printf("&tab: %p\n",&tab);
  printf("s1  : %p\n",s1);
  printf("s2  : %p\n",s2);
  printf("s3  : %p\n",s3);
  printf("&s3 : %p\n",&s3);
}



Where’re My Variables

x   : 0x7fffffffd5ec

y   : 0x7fffffffd5e8

tab : 0x7fffffffd5c0

&tab: 0x7fffffffd5c0

s1  : 0x400732

s2  : 0x800c07040

s3  : 0x7fffffffd5b0

&s3 : 0x7fffffffd5b0


